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Sweden FRII warns citizens not to donate to MKO terrorist fraudulent front organizations 
 
The New View quoting Frivilligorganisationernas Insamlingsråd (FRII) -  December 20, 
2010 
Christmas is coming and the Swedish people, more than ever donate part of their earnings 
to charity. Meanwhile the fraudulent groups use the opportunity to raise their own funds, 
manipulating people’s emotional feelings.  
Swedish authorities have made some decisions to prevent these individuals or institutes 
from financially abusing people. Council of funds raised by volunteer charity organization 
of Sweden (FRII) [Frivilligorganisationernas Insamlingsråd] has published a list of 
organizations that are considered as untrustworthy charities.  
The government has allocated some special bank accounts to charity organizations. Such 
bank accounts are numbered with digits beginning with 90. The thirty organizations listed 
by the government, lack the accounts which are called “ninety”. Among those 
organizations, one can see the name of some organizations related to Iranian immigrants 
and front organizations working for Mujahedin Khalq organization which are as follows: 

• Mujahedin Sympathizers Society- MSF.  
• The promotion of Iranian culture - FIK  
• Association for Democracy and Human Rights in Iran – FDMRI 

"Association for Democracy and Human Rights in Iran"   the logo of which is consisted of a 
white dove in flight, even has a website. But one can find no name of any person having 
the responsibility of the website. The phone numbers inserted on the website are hidden.  
Erik Zachrison, from Council of funds raised by volunteer charity organization of Sweden 
(FRII) Frivilligorganisationernas Insamlingsråd has already told about the listed 
organizations:” I don’t know their nationality and they have not managed to present a 
registered number for their organization. I just know they are active all over Sweden and 
they do not own the account “ninety” and they have never asked to register a “ninety” 
account. They stop people in the streets by showing brochures or pictures and for example 
ask them if they know Amnesty International and then ask for financial help. A lot of people 
think they are helping that mentioned international body” 
Many of these organizations use names including terms like cancer, orphans, very similar 
to those of famous charity organizations in order to deceive people.  
The thirty listed organizations are as follows:  
 
• Al-Aqsa Spannmål Stiftelse 
• Baltic 2000 
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• Cancerhjälpfonden 
• Cancer- och Allergifonden 
• Cancer- och Allergifondens Stödförening 
• Cancer- och Barnhjälpen 
• Cancer- och Miljöfonden – CMF 
• Cancer- och Trafikskadades Riksförbund 
• Cancer & Trafikskadefonden 
• CURO – Riksföreningen för cancersjuka 
• Developing World Clothing 
• FRF-Stiftelsen – Fonden för Rehab o medicinsk forskning 
• Gatubarnsföreningen 
• Hjälpfonden 
• Hjärtehjälpen 
• Humana Sverige/UFF – U-landshjälp från Folk till Folk 
• Innocent Child/Krigets Oskyldiga 
• Insamlingsstiftelsen för Handikappades Rekreation 
• Klädinsamling Service 
• Mojahedin Sympatisör Förening – MSF 
• NYTEX 
• Orphan Home Care 
• Pilgrimsfolket 
• SADF – Alzheimer och Demensforskning 
• Samhällsfonden/Svenska Samhällsfonden 
• Stockholmsstorken/Storken 
• Svenska Smärtafonden 
• Sveriges Cancersjukas Riksförbund 
• Telehjälpen 
 

  
  

Ahmad Razani a member of Mojahedin Khalq (MKO, MEK, NCRI, Rajavi cult) killed in 
Camp Ashraf 

 
Sahar Family Foundation - November 19, 2010 
According to the news a member of Mojahedin Khalq stationed in their garrison, Camp 
Ashraf, in Iraq named Ahmad Razani has been killed by the agents of the Rajavi cult on 
the morning of Thursday 18th November 2010. 
The information suggests that the body of the dead member was transferred to the internal 
hospital of the camp near the main gates on the morning of Thursday 18th and the cult 
leaders have claimed that he has killed himself by hanging himself in the main kitchen 
area. 
The Iraqi doctor in the hospital, after preliminary checks has announced that the cause of 
death was not suicide and therefore he has refused to sign the papers allowing the body to 
be buried and has sent the body to Iraq for post mortem investigation. 
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The families of the hostages who have been picketing outside the camp for the last 10 
month only to get access and visiting rights with their loved ones, have been deeply 
affected by the news coming out the garrison. 
Also some of the survivors of the cult who are currently in Iraq helping the families have 
been saddened by the news. They once again emphasised their deep concern over the 
security and the well being of the hostages taken by the cult in this camp and asked the 
Iraqi and international bodies to interfere in this ongoing human disaster. 
One of the survivors of the cult who knew the murdered member, Ahmad Razani, said, 
“Ahmad was from Lorestan province and one of the long serving members of the 
Mojahedin Khalq. He refused to accept the so called ‘Maryam Ideological Revolution’ (cult 
jargon used to make members divorce and leave their children in order to be available to 
the cult leader Massoud Rajavi as sex slaves) and has been under severe pressure. He 
loved his family and this was always brought forward as his weakness in the organisation. 
He had two children (twins called Bahram and Shahnaz) who were deceived and brought 
to the camp from Europe and have been kept there ever since”. 
Another Survivor of the cult said: “Bahram Razani (the son of Ahmad) was in our unit. He 
had a wide angle with the organisation and did not believe in the ideological leadership of 
the organisation and wanted to be allowed to go back to Germany from where he had 
been deceived and brought to the camp in Iraq. He was under constant pressure because 
of these demands”. 
The Rajavi cult announced that Ahamad Razani committed suicide because of the ongoing 
noise from the loud speakers of the families picketing outside and the pressure these loud 
speakers have put on him! Of course everyone knows that the real systematic pressures 
which are being imposed on the trapped hostages inside this garrison (Camp Ashraf) on a 
daily basis are not comparable with the noise of some loud speakers. 
The news from inside Camp Ashraf also suggests that the cult leaders are putting crippling 
pressures on the trapped members to write reports and in these reports reject their 
families and swear at them and lie about them. Every member is expected to use the 
ultimate swear words against his or her family members and clearly announce that he or 
she hates them all. According to witness statements, the cult members who show the 
slightest affection for their families or refuse to write reports and swear at them will 
undergo severe mental and physical punishments including long hours of interrogation, 
imprisonment and the threat of murder. 
Apparently, in the case of the murder of Ahmand Razani, the leaders of the cult, after 
giving up about convincing him to cooperate, and after using every available brain washing 
technique resorted to physical elimination and murdered him. As usual they are now trying 
to show everything upside down and blame the picketing of the families for their own 
murderous act. 
According to witness statements, the leaders of Rajavi cult have frequently announced that 
they will have to get rid of the families picketing outside as soon as possible because their 
presence at the gates of the garrison (Camp Ashraf) is affecting the cult members inside 
the camp (their presence works against the brainwashing tactics they are using on the 
victims trapped inside). 
It is worth mentioning that the Rajavi cult has a history of murder and killings which they 
frequently announce as suicide attempts or friendly fire or self inflected gun fire or getting 
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killed in the bombardments (in the case of the wars in Iraq). There are many cases of 
murder in the file of the Mojahedin Khalq Organisation and its head Massoud Rajavi in the 
Judicial system of Iraq, but up until now the interference of some foreign backed powers 
has not allowed the system to pursue the normal judicial procedures. 

 
 

Iraqi civic organizations demonstrating in front of Camp Ashraf 
 
Alsumaria News – December 12,2010 
Thousands of members of civil society organizations from across Iraq, Saturday, gathered 
in front of Camp Ashraf, home to more than 3400 members of the PMOI in Diyala, 
demanding that the Iraqi government develop mechanisms to remove the organization 
from Iraq . 
Member of the Organization of Unity for Human Rights in Diyala, Hamid Abdul-Majid al-
Obeidi, said in an interview for Alsumaria News, the Iraqi government is to "develop 
mechanisms to remove the Iranian MKO from Iraq because it is the main reason behind 
lack of security and stability in the province of Diyala ." 
Obeidi said that his organization had "a lot of information recorded and submitted to the 
security forces in Diyala, which confirms the involvement of agents of the MKO in financing 
and supporting al Qaeda in Diyala ". 
For his part, lawyer, Zia Karim said that "the leaders of the MKO at Camp Ashraf reject 
orders made by the Iraqi justice system for the exit of some members of the MKO from the 
camp at the request of their families ". 
Karim said that “the leaders of Camp Ashraf and in particular the head of the organisation 
is being asked to accept the just demands of the ones who want to leave the organisation 
and to allow them to leave the camp”. He stressed that, “we also demand the government 
of Iraq to take responsibility to implement the orders of Iraqi officials as well as the 
Judiciary system and uphold the rule of law in Iraq ”.  
The lawyer revealed, "I have more than 75 powers of attorney from the Iranian families to 
take their children out of Camp Ashraf, especially when the children are subjected to 
torture at the hands of the leaders of Camp Ashraf, because they want to get out of the 
camp ". 
He continued by saying, "I will raise a lawsuit against the leaders of Camp Ashraf, where 
they are accused of preventing some members of the organization from access to their 
legal rights and do not allow lawyers and non-governmental human rights commissions 
and neutral bodies to enter the camp and give those individuals the right to decide to stay 
or leave ". 
Along with a description of the representative NGOs that participated in the demonstration 
today in front of Camp Ashraf, Fadel Daami, emphasized the position of the Iraqi 
government toward the obvious need to remove the MKO from Iraq . 
Daami said to Alsumaria News, "The Iraqi government's position is clear and is not a 
secret that it wants to expel the members of the Organization from Iraq. He added, “there 
is pressure on the Iraqi government as in the case of the PKK (the Kurdish PKK in Turkey) 
as the existence of organized opposition cause embarrassment to the government among 
its neighbors ". 
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The Iraqi forces, comprising nearly a thousand members of the army and the police force, 
moved into Camp Ashraf earlier this year. But members of the MKO used batons and 
knives to prevent Iraqi security officers from discharging their duties, which led to the 
outbreak of fighting and injuring about two hundred and sixty people from both sides and 
the arrest of twenty five members of the MKO. 
 
 

MKO Supporters in Congress Turn up Pressure on Administration to Take Group off 
Terrorist List 

 
National Iranian American Council, November 23, 2010 
Washington, DC - Efforts in the House of Representatives to press the Obama 
Administration to remove the Mujahadeen-e-Khalq (MEK) from the United States list of 
Foreign Terrorist Organizations have accelerated in the past week.  
The State Department describes the MEK as a “cult-like” terrorist organization that “uses 
propaganda and terrorism to achieve its objectives.”  Human Rights Watch has reported 
that MEK leadership has engaged in human rights violations against its membership at 
Camp Ashraf in Iraq. 
But last Tuesday, six Members of Congress signed a letter to Secretary of State Hillary 
Clinton urging that the State Department remove the Marxist Islamist group from the US 
list of Foreign Terrorist Organizations.   
The letter highlights a House resolution, H.Res. 1431, calling for the group’s removal from 
the terrorist list, introduced by California Democratic Representative Bob Filner, one of the 
MEK’s staunchest supporters in Congress.  The MEK, which is known by numerous 
aliases, including MKO, the People’s Mojahadeen of Iran (PMOI) and the National Council 
of Resistance in Iran (NCRI), has an active presence on Capitol Hill, and the Filner 
resolution has garnered over 100 cosponsors.  
 “Removing the MEK from the FTO [Foreign Terrorist Organizations] list is not only the 
right thing to do, but it also sends the right message to Tehran,” reads the letter, which 
was signed by Representatives Filner, Dana Rohrabacher (R-CA), Ted Poe  (R-TX), Judy 
Chu (D-CA), Edolphus Towns (D-NY), and Mike Coffman (R-CO). 
According to the State Department, the MEK has “staged terrorist attacks inside Iran and 
killed several US military personnel and civilians,” and until 2003 received Oil-for-Food 
program subsidies from Saddam Hussein to plan and execute future terrorist attacks.  The 
MEK’s “leadership and members across the world maintain the capacity and will to commit 
terrorist acts in Europe, the Middle East, the United State, Canada, and beyond,” reads the 
State Department terrorist designation of the group.  Additionally, the State Department 
says the MEK has “cult-like characteristics”: 
"Upon entry into the group, new members are indoctrinated in MEK ideology and 
revisionist Iranian history. Members are also required to undertake a vow of "eternal 
divorce" and participate in weekly "ideological cleansings." Additionally, children are 
reportedly separated from parents at a young age. MEK leader Maryam Rajavi has 
established a "cult of personality." She claims to emulate the Prophet Muhammad and is 
viewed by members as the "Iranian President in exile."  
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The MEK asserts that it no longer engages in terror tactics.  But a 2007 Rand report (pdf) 
describes the MEK as “skilled manipulators of public opinion.”  The report, commissioned 
on behalf of the US Department of Defense, says, “During the more than four decades 
since its founding, the MEK has become increasingly adept at crafting and promoting its 
image as a democratic organization that seeks to bring down Iranian tyrants, both secular 
and religious.” 
The group’s supporters in Congress call the MEK the “main opposition in Iran,” although 
top Green Movement leaders have denounced the group.  […]  Iranians widely oppose the 
MEK because of the terrorist attacks carried out by the group in Iran, as well as its 
allegiance with Saddam Hussein, who utilized the group to carry out attacks during the 
Iran-Iraq war and to suppress the Kurdish population in Iraq.[…] 
Representative Brad Sherman, Democrat from California, said last week that his 
Subcommittee on Terrorism “should take that bill seriously,” and blamed the State 
Department for not providing necessary briefings on the matter.  Sherman, who has 
previously stated that sanctions should punish the Iranian people, said that he has a 
briefing request from intelligence officials pending on the MEK designation.  Sherman has 
argued that the US should not designate groups like MEK as terrorists because they are 
“not enemies of the United States but are enemies of the enemies of the United States.”   
That formulation was repeated last week at the House Foreign Affairs Committee by Rep. 
Rohrabacher, who told Administration officials that the MEK, “are currently allied with us in 
the war against radical Islam, especially against the regime in Iran,” and “should not be 
taken for granted.”  The hearing, on the topic of the US transition to a civilian role in Iraq, 
provided a platform for Congressional MEK supporters, including the Committee’s 
incoming chairwoman, Rep. Ileana Ros Lehtinen, to press Administration officials about 
Camp Ashraf in Iraq.   
MEK supporters in Congress have frequently cited the human rights conditions at Camp 
Ashraf, which is now under jurisdiction of an Iraqi government that is viewed as hostile 
towards the group, as a justification for removing the group’s terrorist designation.  
However, Human Rights Watch filed a report on behalf of the UN Refugee Agency 
asserting that MEK leadership committed human rights abuses against its own members.  
The 2005 report (No Exit: Human Rights Abuses Inside the Mojahedin Khalq Camp) notes 
that abuses “ranged from prolonged incommunicado and solitary confinement to beatings, 
verbal and psychological abuse, coerced confessions, threats of execution, and torture 
that in two cases led to death.”  
 
 

MKO denies ailing member; Elham Fardipour to access medical care 
 
SFF executive committee - November 14, 2010 
 
Iraq authorities are trying to take you to hospital but Mojahedin Khalq (MKO, MEK, NCRI, 
Rajavi cult) refuse access 
 
Ms. Faridipour  
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We do not know how we can inform you about the contents of this letter, as there is no 
means to contact trapped members inside cultic Ashraf garrison. The leaders of the Rajavi 
cult do not let you go to the hospital in Baghdad and yet they claim that the Iraqis are 
doing so. Truly who is stopping you to go out of Ashraf garrison except the leaders of the 
cult?  
The truth is that the Iraqi authorities and the Iraqi forces have no objections for a nurse 
and an interpreter to accompany you to the hospital in Baghdad, but the cult demands one 
of its officials to escort you. This might be quite normal for those mind manipulated 
members of the cult that no one (even MKO members in Europe and America) is allowed 
to move to anywhere without being accompanied by a “minder”!, but this is not normal for 
those who are not living in a cult. The MKO leaders wish to send a minder along with you 
to make sure that you do not make any contact with the outside world. They do not want 
you to be away from the regular brainwashing practices for even one night. You think the 
people outside the cult would understand such a humiliation to an individual?  
You might know that it is now more than 9 months that some families of the members 
seized inside Ashraf garrison are picketing outside Ashraf gates and demand to visit their 
loved ones after many years. The cult claims that their voice bothers those staying in the 
hospital; therefore you surely have heard them. Perhaps we can let you know about the 
context of this letter in this manner. What is your opinion about these families? Do they 
have the right to visit and embrace their relatives after so many years or not?  
We have no doubt that the cult leaders have forced you to talk in front of the camera and 
pushed you to enter their political game in favor of certain cliques against the Iraqi 
government. And yet the MKO claims that the presence of the families outside Ashraf 
garrison and their demand of visiting their loved ones is a political showoff. This has 
certainly occurred to your mind that the cult leaders do not care about your health and they 
only think about their political purposes. Their intention is to misuse your situation to create 
controversy in order to cover up their own deadlock. Why is the cult in a situation that the 
leaders are scared to let a high ranking member to stay outside Ashraf garrison for a short 
period and be away from the tight control of the cult?  
Actually the government and the authorities of Iraq as well as the Iraqi forces have been 
ever so compliant against a foreign terrorist organization inside their country. The MKO 
cult has privileges inside Iraq that many citizens do not have in their own country. No 
foreign force has experienced the extent of freedom that the MKO is enjoying in Iraq. The 
MKO terrorist cult backed by warmongering elements in the western policy does interfere 
inside Iraq’s internal affairs and consider the cult above the law in this country. But what is 
important is that some have been sacrificed and Rajavi does not care about their comfort 
and their lives and sees them as his own slaves and tools. Should everything be done and 
be used for the desires of the leader?  
We in the SFF executive committee wholeheartedly wish you well very soon and we would 
do all in our capacity to make sure that you would be moved to the hospital in Baghdad, 
Although the cult leaders do not wish so and they would do anything to stop you going to 
the hospital. We are certain that Rajavi is willing to see something happens to you and he 
would have some fuel for his propaganda machine.  
All the Best  
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MKO Ringleaders Cut Medical Supplies to Dissidents in Iraqi Camp Ashraf 
 
Fars News, November 23, 2010 
Leaders of the anti-Iran terrorist Mojahedin-e Khalq Organization (MKO) have resorted to 
various types of torture and pressure, including a cut of medical supplies to ailing 
members, to suppress growing dissidence in their main training camp in Northern Iraq. 
A report by the Habilian Association, an Iran-based human rights group said that under the 
direct order of MKO's Ringleader Maryam Rajavi, leaders of the terrorist group in the 
Camp of New Iraq (formerly known as Camp Ashraf) have made any kind medical, health 
and other services to the members dependant on the level of their cooperation.  
Based on the order, dissident members are deprived of medicine and other medical 
services or, at least, face much hardship and difficulty in procuring their necessary 
medicines.  
The right group added that the new measure came after protest remarkably increased 
inside the group, especially in the camp. Right groups are gravely concerned that a large 
number of MKO members may lose their lives soon if UN, human rights and Iraqi officials 
do not force the group leaders to end their tortures and pressures against the dissident 
members.  
In relevant development, a report revealed on Saturday that Ahmad Razzani, a veteran 
member of the MKO, had been killed inside the Camp.  
The report said that the move by the MKO ringleaders came after they failed to brainwash 
their inferiors to convince them to distant themselves from their family members who have 
been residing and waiting outside the camp for the last 10 months demanding freedom of 
their relatives.  
The right group said after the brainwash policy and efforts of the MKO leaders failed, 
discontent and protest has both widened and deepened among MKO members.  
Earlier reports coming out the camp had said that a large number of MKO's deprecating 
members started riots and angry protests to end their forced presence in Camp Ashraf.  
According to an August report by the Habilian Association, the MKO leaders have 
increased their pressures and control over the members of the terrorist group to prevent 
possible defection and escape by unsatisfied members.  
Reports also said that all exit and entry doors have been locked and none of the members, 
even those suffering from acute diseases and illnesses, are allowed to leave the camp.  
MKO ringleaders have ordered the camp guards to stage snap inspections of the group's 
members and their personal belongings under the pretext of finding the lost weapons.  
Such behaviors have sparked discontent among a number of MKO members and made 
them escape the camp and return to their anguished families.  
According to international human rights bodies, the MKO has a completely black record in 
human rights. Many of the MKO members have abandoned the terrorist organization while 
most of those still remaining in the camp are said to be willing to quit but are under 
pressure and torture not to do so.  
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A May 2005 Human Rights Watch report accused the MKO of running prison camps in 
Iraq and committing human rights violations.  
According to the Human Rights Watch report, the outlawed group puts defectors under 
torture and jail terms.  
The MKO is behind a slew of assassinations and bombings inside Iran, a number of EU 
parliamentarians said in a letter last year in which they slammed a British court decision to 
remove the MKO from the British terror list. The EU officials also added that the group has 
no public support within Iran because of their role in helping Saddam Hussein in the Iraqi 
imposed war on Iran (1980-1988).  
The group, founded in the 1960s, blended elements of Islamism and Stalinism and 
participated in the overthrow of the US-backed Shah of Iran in 1979. Ahead of the 
revolution, the MKO conducted attacks and assassinations against both Iranian and 
Western targets.  
The group started assassination of the citizens and officials after the revolution in a bid to 
take control of the newly established Islamic Republic. It killed several of Iran's new 
leaders in the early years after the revolution, including the then President, Mohammad Ali 
Rajayee, Prime Minister, Mohammad Javad Bahonar and the Judiciary Chief, Mohammad 
Hossein Beheshti who was killed in bomb attacks by MKO members in 1981.  
The group fled to Iraq in 1986, where it was protected by Saddam Hussein and where it 
helped the Iraqi dictator suppress Shiite and Kurd uprisings in the country.  
The MKO has been in Iraq's Diyala province since the 1980s.  
Iraqi security forces took control of the training base of the MKO at Camp Ashraf - about 
60km (37 miles) north of Baghdad - last year and detained dozens of the members of the 
terrorist group.  
The Iraqi authority also changed the name of the military center from Camp Ashraf to the 
Camp of New Iraq.  
 
 

MKO hand behind Diyala terror attacks 
 
PressTV – December 12,2010 
Governor of Iraq's Diyala province has held the terrorist Mujahedin-e Khalq Organization 
(MKO) responsible for the recent surge in violence across the northeastern region.  
“Intelligence reports drawn by the security committee in Diyala prove that MKO hands are 
involved in a series of deadly terror attacks and explosions in the province,” Fars news 
agency cited Abdul Nasser al-Mahdawi as telling AK News on Tuesday.  
Mahdawi added that the terrorist organization has managed to train elements of other 
extremist groups and help them sneak into Diyala province to engage in terror activities.  
The Mujahedin-e Khalq Organization was founded in Iran in the 1960s, but its top 
leadership and members fled the country in the 1980s after carrying out a series of 
assassinations and bombings inside the country.  
The terrorist group is behind the killings of thousands of Iranian civilians and officials over 
the past 30 years. One of their deadliest attacks was a 1981 bombing that killed Iranian 
Judiciary chief Ayatollah Mohammad Beheshti, along with 71 other senior officials.  
In 1999, MKO assassinated the chief-of-staff of Iran's Armed Forces, Ali Sayad Shirazi, in 
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front of his house in the early hours of April 10, as he was preparing to leave for work.  
MKO is notorious for the cult like tactics it uses to keep its members in line -- namely 
murder and torture of its defectors.  
Numerous articles and letters posted on the Internet by family members of MKO recruits 
confirm reports of the horrific abuse that the group inflicts on its own members and its 
reliance on dubious methods to lure new members into its fold.  
The MKO is also known to have cooperated with Iraq's executed dictator Saddam Hussein 
in a cruel suppressing of a 1991 uprising in southern Iraq and the massacre of Iraqi Kurds. 
 
 

Mossad and Mujahadeen e-Khalq, Partners in Assassination Campaign 
 
Richardsilverstein - November 30, 2010  
Two separate pieces of information have convinced me of the likelihood that the Mossad 
and the Iranian dissident group, Mujahadeen e-Khalq (MK) are knocking off some of Iran’s 
top nuclear scientists.  As I’ve posted here, Haaretz’s Yossi Melman has written that the 
hand of Mossad is in yesterday’s assassination and near assassination of two senior 
Iranian nuclear researchers.  Earlier this evening, a respected Iranian-American academic 
who knows whereof he speaks, told me he is convinced that the Mujahadeen e-Khalq are 
behind the killings. 
What could be more perfect that Israel providing the external bomb-making expertise and 
electronic surveillance and the MK providing the internal muscle, logistics, and the killers 
to execute such a plan?  Keep in mind as well that this plan goes back at least to 2007 
when the first Iranian scientist was murdered.  Last year, the second one was killed.  The 
Iranian authorities routinely blame Israel and the U.S. for these terror acts but never bring 
up MK as a possible culprit.  Possibly they have their own internal political reasons for that.  
But the relationship seems to be made in heaven from a terrorist’s point of view.  Israel 
attacks the Iranian regime “where it lives” while leaving no direct fingerprints of its own.  
The MK too gets the glory of “taking out” the bulwarks of the Iranian regime they so 
despise (the feeling really is mutual). 
Several Iran analysts with whom I correspond noted to me that at least one of the al-
Mabouh assassins escaped Dubai on an Iran-bound ferry where his trail was lost.  At the 
time, I thought that was incredibly brazen and even bizarre even for the Mossad.  But if 
you consider that MK has an underground network inside Iran that is possibly second to 
none, it makes perfect sense, if the two groups are allied with each other.  And this is 
certainly a brazen message that they are both sending to Iran, that we can penetrate your 
territory at will. 
Such a relationship of convenience between the two is nothing new.  Gareth Porter, writing 
in Anti-War.com notes Bush Administration claims in 2004 of Iranian “laptop documents” 
which proved an intent to manufacture a nuclear weapon.  The documents were allegedly 
provided to the Americans by MK, no doubt hoping that we would believe they’d been 
procured by an internal Iranian source. 
But a CIA analysis indicated otherwise: 
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In her February 2006 report on the laptop documents, the Washington Post‘s Linzer said 
CIA analysts had originally speculated that a “third country, such as Israel, had fabricated 
the evidence.” 
…Shahriar Ahy, an adviser to monarchist leader Reza Pahlavi, told journalist Connie 
Bruck that the detailed information on Natanz had not come from MEK but from “a friendly 
government, and it had come to more than one opposition group, not only the 
mujahideen.” 
Bruck wrote in the New Yorker on Mar. 16, 2006 that when he was asked if the “friendly 
government” was Israel, Ahy smiled and said, “The friendly government did not want to be 
the source of it, publicly. If the friendly government gives it to the US publicly, then it would 
be received differently. Better to come from an opposition group.” 
Israel has maintained a relationship with the MEK since the late 1990s, according to 
Bruck, including assistance to the organization. In beaming broadcasts by the NCRI from 
Paris into Iran. An Israeli diplomat confirmed that Israel had found the MEK “useful,” Bruck 
reported… 
In the same article, Porter notes the love affair between the MK and the Bush era neocons 
who, like the Mossad, saw the Iranian group as a useful tool to advance their policy 
objectives vis a vis Iran. 
Writing earlier this month at Truthout, Porter deepens his portrait of collaboration between 
the two groups: 
The National Council of Resistance in Iran (NCRI), the political arm of the MEK, was 
generally credited by the news media with having revealed the existence of the Iranian 
nuclear facilities at Natanz and Arak in an August 2002 press conference in Washington, 
DC. Later, however, IAEA, Israeli and Iranian dissident sources all said that the NCRI had 
gotten the intelligence on the sites from Mossad. 
An IAEA official told Seymour Hersh that the Israelis were behind the revelation of the 
sites and two journalists from Der Spiegel reported the same thing. So did an adviser to an 
Iranian monarchist group, speaking to a writer for The New Yorker. That episode was not 
isolated, but was part of a broader pattern of Israeli cooperation with the MEK in providing 
intelligence intended to influence the CIA and the IAEA. Israeli authors [Yossi] Melman 
and Javadanfar, who claimed to have good sources in Mossad, wrote in their 2007 book 
that Israeli intelligence had “laundered” intelligence to the IAEA by providing it to Iranian 
opposition groups, especially the NCRI. 
If my hunch is correct, then the assassination campaign would indicate a ratcheting up of 
the relationship between Mossad and MK.  Instead of being satisfied with passing on 
bogus intelligence to the U.S. in hopes of fomenting a military strike against Iran, Israel is 
now using the MK to execute high-value targets within the regime. 
What is ironic about these marriages of convenience is that they so often blow up in the 
faces of those who devise them (cf. Reagan era support for the Afghan mujahadeen which 
morphed into the Taliban).  No doubt, Israel would be delighted if the MK overthrew the 
Iranian regime as a number of powerful neocons have advocated.  But would an MK 
dictatorship be any friendlier to Israel than the current Iranian regime?  Be careful what 
you wish for Tamir Pardo and Israel’s Mossad…you might get it.  Actually, the idea that 
MK could ever come to power in Iran seems preposterous and those proposing the idea 
seem to be living in a dream (or nightmare) world.  But God forbid that something like this 
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should happen and you will see rivers of blood in the streets in Teheran and unrest lasting 
years.  Perhaps that is just what the Mossad wishes.  And does the Mossad think that an 
MK regime wouldn’t pursue nuclear weapons with the same or greater zeal as its 
predecessors 
 
 
Five Canadian lobbyist MPs defend their holiday trip to Paris paid by MKO terrorist group 

 
The Canadian sentinel, November 12, 2010 
MPs Raymonde Folco, Carolyn Bennet, Rob Oliphant, Andrew Telegdi and Tom Wappel 
travelled to France at the invitation of Mojahedin e Khalq, or MEK, also known as the 
People's Mojahedin Organization of Iran. The trips are detailed in travel reports submitted 
to the Ethics Commissioner for the years 2008 and 2009.(...) 
Bennett admitted that meeting with the group and accepting free travel from it carries risks. 
But she also said Canada needs to take a second look at the terror listing. 
"Sometimes we need to take risks," Bennett said. 
Bennett said she knows the group has a checkered past but that she will take them at their 
word when they say they want to bring democracy to Iran. 
Yeah, sure. And maybe we'll achieve utopian paradise on Earth called "Gaia", and there'll 
be rainbow-farting unicorns prancing, Ferrari-logo-horse-style, all over the place as 
everyone will be happy and gay and the state will take care of everything for them and 
there'll be no bad people at all... 
What we're seeing here is an example of Leftist Mental Disorder. They just WANT to 
BELIEVE that bad people are actually good... that you just need to "talk to 'em" and they'll 
be nice, or that it's our fault that they're bad or something... 
Seriously, the terrorists they met with: 
When Saddam Hussein was in power, MEK received the majority of its financial support 
from the Iraqi regime. It also used front organizations, such as the Muslim Iranian 
Student’s Society, to collect money from expatriate Iranians and others, according to the 
State Department’s counterterrorism office. Iraq was MEK’s primary benefactor. Iraq 
provided MEK with bases, weapons, and protection, and MEK harassed Saddam’s Iranian 
foes. MEK’s attacks on Iran traditionally intensified when relations between Iran and Iraq 
grew strained. Iraq encouraged or restrained MEK, depending on Baghdad’s interests. 
Stupid. Stupid. Stupid. Palin' 'round with Saddamite terrorists. 
In liberals/"progressives'" minds, everything they do is right, even when it'd be wrong for 
non-liberals to do it. It's all in the spin. 
Warm and fuzzy ideological words can fool the lazy-minded into thinking that it's ok to treat 
hellbent evildoers as if they were innocent, sane and rational, sort of like how a gallon of 
powerful air freshener, profusely atomized throughout the room, can mask the stink of a 
fresh pile of soft turds. But, of course, if one bothers to look around rather than just closing 
their eyes and hearing/smelling the sugarcoaty rhetoric/odor, one will discover that the 
truth is something really awful and disgusting 
Dr. Bennett is the same person who, I recall, cried and held her nose and voted against 
compensating the sufferers/victims of the Hep-C contamination of the blood supply due to 
governmental negligence. Rather than doing the right thing and quitting the Liberal Party 
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and voting for what's right, she falsely justified doing something unethical, immoral and 
mean-spirited, with a few crocodile tears. 
And now here she is again attempting to justify appeasing evildoers. She's not fooling me. 
This woman would rather do the easy thing than do the right thing. 
Typical leftist-"progressive". They delusionally tell themselves and others that everything's 
ok as long as they "mean well". But knowing that one's doing something that's wrong, even 
while "meaning well" doing that which one knows all along is wrong... it doesn't work that 
way- it's illogical and doesn't make a wrong ok. 
Guilt negates fake "well-meaning". 
Also... "Progressive" propagandists will conveniently accuse me of "defending Iran", which 
I am NOT doing, but if they make this charge, then they're themselves saying that 
terrorism is ok. But the next moment, they'll turn around and fearmonger about imaginary, 
hypothetical, unseen, unfound "right-wing extremists" allegedly, hypothetically "committing 
anti-state terrorism" in response to "progressive" governmental policies, as if it requires the 
suspension of all "right-wing" peoples' rights in order to stop the "terrorism", though, in 
classic "progressive" double-standard fashion, they'll never accept any sort of violation of 
the rights of any Islamic supremacist terrorists, nor "progressive" extremist terrorists, let 
alone all of them. 
This is yet another reason why we can't afford to have the Iffy Liberals in power in Canada, 
either as a minority/majority gov't, or in coalition with the NDP and separatist Bloc 
Quebecois. 
 


